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NO ONE WRAPS LIKE AN ELF!

CHORUS  No one wraps like an elf,
 It’s what we do.
 We’re not the tallest, no not by far, 
 But we’ll wrap circles round you.
 (Repeat) 

1.  Yo, Bobble Elf, what’s the hardest thing you’ve ever had to wrap? 
 Solo: Bobble
 Yo, Mr Elf, I’mma tell you a story all about that. 
 (Spoken*) I once wrapped a gift so big I got lost
 When I pulled the paper from the bottom to the top,
 But it looked so good and the elves did sing,
 ‘I’m an elf, I’m a pro, I can wrap anything’.

CHORUS  No one wraps like an elf, 
 It’s what we do. (Spoken: A-o, a-o!)
 We’re not the tallest, no not by far, 
 But we’ll wrap circles round you. (Spoken: Say what?)
 No one wraps like an elf, (Spoken: A-ha!)
 It’s what we do. (Spoken: Amen!)
 We’re not the tallest, no not by far, 
 But we’ll wrap circles round you.

2. Yo, Bibble Elf, you remember the time you were wrapping round the clock? 
 Solo: Bibble 
 Yo, Mr Elf, I remember it well, we were running outta stock! 
 (Spoken*) Well, I wrapped and I wrapped and I wrapped all day 
 And I used all the paper and we ran out of tape,
 But the gifts got sent with a sparkle and shine, 
 So I love my life on the packaging line. 
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3. Yo, Little Elf, can you tell us the time that you fell into the pile?
 Little Elf 
 Hey, Mr Elf, what story to tell, I’d forgotten for a while. 
 (Spoken*) Well, I seem to recall I was headed on a break
 When I tripped and I fell and I made a mistake
 And I went down, down to the bottom of the gifts 
 And they got me out with a large forklift! 

CHORUS (Once only, without spoken lines)

 (Spoken*)
MIDDLE 8 All the gifts are stacked
 And they’ll soon be in the sack,
 All perfectly wrapped,
 Coz we got the knack.
 So, we’re bringing the joy to every girl and boy
 Because we wrap the toys,
 Which we know you’ll enjoy,
 Coz we know our stuff, 
 We know our gifts,
 We know how to pack them
 And make them perfectly fit.
 So, it’s Christmas time and we’re singing in rhyme
 Coz we think you’ll find that, we think you’ll find that:

CHORUS

Spoken: Break it down!

CHORUS x 2 (With optional harmony) 

*Feel free to ‘free-style’ the rap sections, if preferred.


